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hat a joy it is to be here today. I can hardly believe we are
currently sat in a room filled with the brightest and most
talented HR professionals in the country.
There have been tough decisions, long working days and a lot of
banana bread baked between our last in-person awards and
tonight, but we are so proud to be celebrating the HR Excellence
Awards with you again in the ‘real world’ (as fun as our 2020 virtual
ceremony was).
We already know that HR works magic, whether that’s conjuring the
perfect potion of diversity, inclusion and equality or casting a spell of
positivity throughout the workforce. Often, this is done behind the scenes
and without acknowledgement.
We therefore want to celebrate the many achievements of the
organisations and individuals who have pushed the boundaries of people
strategy over the last year, in spite of the significant challenges. And given
the quality of the applications we received this year, those achievements
were remarkable.
We know that the jobs market out there is tough. We know your people
work hard. We know you really deserve a break. So it’s all the more amazing
to be gathered here once more to celebrate the most sought after HR awards
in the profession. It’s far from easy to come out on top in the HR Excellence
Awards, so I truly hope all of our shortlisted entrants feel a great sense of
pride in being here.
A great big thank you to all our entrants, judges, sponsors and each of
you here tonight for your contribution to honouring the best of the people
profession. Let’s carry on making magic in 2022.
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Behind
the scenes...
It was an absolute joy this year to welcome back our panel
of judges to the Dorchester. Befitting one of HR’s hot topics
of the day, we were there in hybrid form, with judges joining
both virtually and in person.
A long list of entries awaited them. Work began right
away, and judges divided into panels, moderated by
HR magazine’s editor Jo Gallacher and deputy editor
Beau Jackson.
The process was stringent: the judges looked deep into
each entry, measuring a number of essential criteria
against the specific circumstances of each case, and
searching out the spirit of the entry. Metrics were carefully
weighed up.
Judges then privately graded each entry,
drawing on their wealth of knowledge and
experience to distill a long list of excellence
into just a few winners.
The quality of the entries, indeed, was
outstanding. After two years of a pandemic,
the people function has proved itself truly
indispensable time and time again, as it held
together organisations of all types and sizes.
We would like to thank all of our judges for so
generously lending their time and expertise.
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Best Learning and
Development Strategy

KFC UKI
K

FC UKI had identified
a weakness in its
ambitious national growth
programme: a growing
disengagement problem among
its restaurant general manager
(RGM) population.
RGMs form the dedicated
core of KFC UKI. Collectively,
they manage more than 92% of
the people working in the brand,
including all customer-facing
staff. Their importance to a
hospitality brand cannot
be overstated.
Leadership came to realise an
uncomfortable truth: that after
the initial five-week training
programme, RGMs had very
limited further development.
This was the cause of the growing
engagement problem, especially
for longer-serving staff.
There are, however, over 1,000
managers, spread nationwide. How could
KFC deliver a learning and development
programme that would drive engagement,
deliver development opportunities, and
encourage the managers to reinvest their
efforts into the company?
KFC UKI decided to partner with NSU
Media and build RGM Elevate, a digital
engagement and education programme,
designed to deliver consistent results on a
multi-year investment.
The programme focuses on the four
drivers of the brand’s growth plan,
delivering content that will help the
managers meet the brand’s strategic goals.
A programme steering group holds an
editorial review every quarter, highlighting
the longer-term commitment the brand has
to its development programme, something
that sets it apart from the often short-term
thinking common in the hospitality sector.
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The content is divided into ‘push’ and
‘pull’ content: ‘push’ content is made up
of direct educational messages from the
brand; ‘pull’ content brings these messages
to life through interviews and stories from

Shortlisted
Ascot Lloyd
Babcock International
Bank of Ireland
Dishoom
Severn Trent Water
NatWest

RGMs, cutting a path for other
managers to follow.
This pattern of education,
both approachable and practical,
is supported by the format of
the material itself. Performance
prompts, tip-sheets (known
winkingly as the ‘Secret
Recipe’), and other forms of
practical content are designed
to align with current business
priorities and the day-to-day
life of the RGM community.
The information is made
accessible by breaking it
up into different formats,
including video content such
as interviews with the manager
of the year about their
management technique, or
with the CEO about how she
made her career choices.
The platform’s digital
platform, and optimisation
for mobile devices, makes it truly flexible.
It is available to managers 24/7, meaning
they can learn at a time and pace that suits
them – and that content can be consumed
in moments of inactivity, making the
training programme far more efficient than
traditional means.
The payoff has been extraordinary. RGMs
are now consistently the most engaged
group in employee satisfaction surveys,
averaging 8.6/10 - taking KFC above the
industry benchmark of 8.0 for the first time.
Similarly, they are now more likely than
any other restaurant worker population to
feel they are growing professionally.
Crucially, however, as hoped in the
initial stages of the strategy, all other groups
of employees led by the RGMs now report
improved engagement. Clearly the strategy
has had a profound impact on the
employee experience.
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Best Talent
Management Strategy

Wolseley
T

he world of work is
filled with aspirations
and ambitions. These
aspirations drive us at
work each day – so long as
we can see a path towards
our destination.
If an employee can’t
see that path within
their organisation, we
know well, engagement,
recruitment and retention
will suffer.
Wolseley realised they
had an issue when their
employee engagement
survey’s results came in
September 2020, and
sprang into action.
The Talent Guild,
Wolsely’s talent management system, was
quickly constructed.
Three key objectives were installed at its
core: to improve the engagement of existing
employees; to maximise their collective
talents and ambitions; and to show existing
and prospective employees that Wolseley
was somewhere they could thrive.
Similarly, The Talent Guild’s function
runs on three processes.
Firstly, it assesses and places talent
internally, reducing attrition and boosting
engagement and efficiency by ensuring
employees are a good fit in their role.
Secondly, employee aspirations are
distilled and acknowledged through
probationary and twice-annual performance
reviews, nine-box grid reviews, and a long
list of personal development, mentor and
coaching programmes.
The transparency of this process has
helped to break down the barriers that
frustrate the ambitions of high-potential
individuals – and helped others to realise
latent talents.
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Lastly, and perhaps most impressively,
the programme provides a broad sweep of
opportunities for those who wish to develop
their existing skills.
The range of educational opportunity is
astounding, and the availability of access
highly laudable.
When an employee decides they want to
upskill, they approach their manager, and
can decide from two options.
The first is a ‘talent booster’, an in-house
development programme run by Wolseley’s
talent team, either virtually or face-to-face
in a workshop. These boosters typically
range from 12 to 40 hours for completion,

Shortlisted
Diversey
HIMSS
Swiss Reinsurance

giving employees
the potential for a
quick skills top-up
when needed.
Should an employee
require more formal
development options,
however, more than
40 professional
qualifications
are available.
These are run by
external partners
in the classroom or
workplace, and grant
nationally recognised
qualifications.
Each employee is
provided with access
to a wide range of
resources, such as workbooks, articles,
podcasts and whitepapers, to help their
training. Wolseley encourages those
participating in these programmes to
group together in teams to foster mutual
encouragement and skills-sharing.
The measure of success for any
programme is in its uptake. More than 400
employees are currently learning
through internally delivered talent booster
programmes, representing 10% of the
company’s headcount.
Similarly, 150 employees are currently
expanding their expertise on the numerous
apprenticeship courses.
The strategy has had resounding success
for Wolseley’s engagement scores. Overall
engagement rose by 5% between September
2020 and March 2021.
In the same period, staff became 12%
more likely to report favourably on their
employee development.
In seven short months, the strategy has
shown that clear avenues for engagement,
and ample provision, get results.
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Best Employee
Engagement Strategy

Air Products
E

mploying around 1,600 committed
employees across the UK and Ireland
from diverse backgrounds, Air Products
prides itself on its goal to be “the safest,
most diverse and most profitable industrial
gas company in the world”.
In 2018, however, Air Products’
employee engagement survey had
highlighted areas for improvement – and
meaningful action would be taken to
address those concerns.
Support, vitally, was given from the very
top, from the very start.
The global leadership team was
restructured in 2019 to build employee
engagement and reinvigorate the company
culture. Two new roles were created: a
vice president for talent, culture, and
engagement; and an HR director for
employee experience, diversity, inclusion,
and belonging.
This high-level backing would provide
the driving force for the strategy, enabling
it to realise its goals in revitalising the
company’s culture.
The company’s Inclusion Network
encouraged employees to join employee
resource groups (ERGs) linked to gender,
disability, LGBT+ identity, and ethnicity.
Similarly, it held an ERG Fair, and took
part in the ‘Week of Inclusion, Day of
Understanding’ event, encouraging dialogue
between colleagues.
The company’s efforts have been
rewarded, with membership of the
Inclusion Network increasing by over 60%
since the strategy’s launch.
In fact, opening up dialogue,
conversation, and positive reinforcement
between colleagues has been one of the
remarkable successes of the strategy.
A programme of ‘recognition moments’,
where employees can recognise each other
by sending a ‘thank you’ or ‘special thank
you’ message and monetary vouchers,
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has opened up communication between
colleagues, and helped them to bring out
the best in each other.
Similarly, an employee engagement
committee, made up of 21 volunteers from
across the business, has led 37 workshops
since 2019, attended by 70% of employees.
Feedback from these sessions led to the
formation of five project teams, each with
its own executive sponsor.

Shortlisted
Folkestone & Hythe
District Council
Pitcas and Staff Circle
Pure Planet
Product Madness
Roadchef

Monthly town hall talks led by the vice
president and her leadership team have kept
employees in the loop, alongside a monthly
newsletter and quarterly leadership Q&A
sessions. Likewise, the vice president’s eight
site visits have enabled employees to engage
with and speak to the leadership team on a
one-to-one basis.
These developments have seen real
improvement in Air Products’ engagement.
Nearly half (41%) of employees now feel
their opinions are valued by the company,
up from 20% in 2018. Nearly a third (32%)
said that Air Products was a better company
to work at compared to a year ago. And
more than half (55%) said they have the
opportunity to do what they do best every
day, up 21% from 2018.
In listening to their staff, and committing
at a top level to their strategy, Air Products
has achieved outstanding results.
Sponsored by
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Best Transformation
Strategy

Babcock
I

t has perhaps become a truism
that 70% of change initiatives
fail. Transformation is always a
difficult process.
Babcock’s ‘Raising the Bar’
strategy, however, was precisely
engineered. Even in a company
where resistance to change was
high – where the programme
would face pushback from
employees and managers – it would
forge ahead, change minds, and
effect the change the company
desperately needed.
Babcock, therefore, equipped a
troop of pioneers: its ‘BAR Raisers’.
Led by a central faculty, which
would keep this team on-task, these
266 pioneers (in a company of
1,600) played the critical role of embedding
change within the business.
By enthusiastically embracing new
cultural norms, such as innovation,
inclusion, collaboration and inspirational
leadership, they would draw enough of the
other employees to their way of thinking
for the new culture to percolate naturally
through the company.
Embedding this change within existing
company structures was a design priority.
The BAR Raisers participated in three
learning events, and were trained with
two 13-week field work periods. Having
practised their approaches in an agile,
iterative fashion on ‘test and learn’ training
days, they were equipped to bring this
approach into their day jobs.
Production workers were most vocal in
their reluctance to change, but by sending
in the BAR Raisers to talk about what they
were doing – and more importantly, why –
workers came around.
Similarly, concerns about the cost of the
programme were addressed during allemployee briefings. This open approach, in
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fact, brought in more applications for the
coming second wave of change-makers, and
put an end to criticism. Similarly, managers,
who had been suspicious of new working
methods, were given empowerment
training and encouraged to contribute to
the change programme.
The words ‘but we’ve always done it that
way’ soon faded from peoples’ lips.
With the company prepared for change,
the second phase began; although initially
forestalled by the pandemic, this launched
as a virtual programme.

Shortlisted
HIMSS
The Institute of Export and
International Trade
Unilever
Weir Minerals Europe

The intention was to create moments that
matter in a virtual world, for both those on
site and those working remotely.
In the course of this second programme,
the HR team sent out more than 70 boxes
of learning materials before each event
day. To break up Zoom tedium, Babcock
took on the Hive Learning platform to
support individual break-out learning.
At one point, they even managed to
beam a NASA astronaut into employees’
living rooms.
The results of such a rigorously planned
strategy have been truly phenomenal.
Babcock’s net promoter score (NPS) has
increased from -7 in 2019 to 19 in 2021.
Similarly, in response to a prompt of
whether their manager cares about them
as a person or not, the NPS increased
from -31 to 36.
BAR Raisers have continued to prove
their worth throughout the organisation,
providing a resource of highly motivated,
inspirational employees embedded
throughout the company – and Babcock
itself has changed for the better.
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Best HR Strategy
from Overseas

Dogus Group
T

he Doğuş Group faced
a herculean task:
how can an organisation
that operates in six
main sectors, with over
300 brands and 20,000
employees scattered over
many locations, hold
together any kind of
unified corporate culture?
The group was just
coming off the back of
an effective investment
strategy; yet, despite its
high financial return, it
had begun to take a toll on employee loyalty
and the culture of the organisation.
Each company pursued its own
investment strategy, without cooperating
with other companies in the same group;
brands under the same roof worked on
similar projects without being aware of the
other. Time and effort were going to waste,
and the employee experience was being
negatively impacted.
It was clear change was needed. Senior
management reoriented its priorities
towards a proactive, agile style of leadership,
with people as its priority – and determined
to spread this reorientation through the rest
of the group’s leadership.
The CEO made himself available
to the 20,000 strong team for direct
communication – the intention was clear:
action would back up intent.
Group leadership knew that in order for
it to be more than a mere communication
campaign, they would have to collaborate
with employees and continuously update
the strategy.
Doğuş therefore hosted workshops
between 2019-2020, talking with a
representative sample of 20% of the group.
Surveys, similarly, were conducted via
independent firms.
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The result of this collaboration would
be ‘Doğuş 3.0’: an agile work culture, built
on collaboration. A new infrastructure
programme was rolled out across the
group, including an online platform that
allows colleagues to share work and ideas,
comment and establish working teams.
Similarly, where a lack of communication
had meant that internal job movements
only happened through one-to-one
relationships, a new intra-group career
platform now steers promising young talent
back to opportunities within the group.
The platform has had a big impact on
loyalty, and has served to spread expertise
around the group, meaning that the
individual companies can benefit from each
others’ strengths.

Shortlisted
Akbank TAS
HRMDO-LGU General Santos
City
Kuveyt Turk Participation
Bank

Similarly, the group’s various
training programmes were gathered under
the auspices of Do Akademi: 60 training
programmes are available and the inhouse training team has seen employee
engagement soar by 400% compared with
2019, while keeping costs level.
Another impressive facet of the strategy
has been the formation of inter-company
project teams, that serve both to unify the
group’s culture and drive its productivity.
These project teams are comprised
of members of different brands and
departments, who work together to bring
the members’ projects to life.
When a project is proposed, the
members of other brands iterate the idea,
suggest how their own brands might be
able to contribute, and share their
networks with each other. This massive
intensification of collaborative efforts
within the group has made for significant
savings in time and money.
It is no surprise, therefore, that one judge
labeled the effort “a very comprehensive,
all-encompassing strategy”.
Doğuş is an excellent model for how
a company culture can be unified and
modernised, no matter how large and
widely scattered.
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Health and
Wellbeing Strategy

Product Madness
T

he games
development
industry is notorious
for ‘crunch’
periods of intense
pressure before
deadlines: burnout,
disengagement, and
mental and physical
health problems are,
sadly, common.
Product Madness
saw the issues rampant
in the development
world, and, while still
rapidly expanding,
chose to implement an
outstanding health and
wellbeing strategy.
The strategy, one
of their key business
objectives, would help set the company
apart, maintain high production quality,
keep retention high and attract new talent.
It firstly intercepts problem areas by rapid
response to data.
In the day-to-day operation, working
hours are closely monitored, to ensure
that habitual overtime or out-of-hours
work is discouraged. Likewise, late
cancellations to holiday are flagged; if
a trend is spotted, HR investigates the
department to find the root cause.
Product Madness, similarly, has mental
health first aiders, trained managers to
spot warning signs of stress and strain,
and has taken on an in-house professional
counsellor, to whom employees have
unlimited confidential access.
It does not just work reactively, however.
HR has a three-strong Studio Experience
team, whose role is to actively make life at
Product Madness more enjoyable.
Schemes have included giving each
employee a £250 budget towards anything
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that would make working from home more
enjoyable – whether it be an ergonomic
chair, a new monitor or a big fluffy panda.
Lockdown may have been a special case,
but Product Madness has kept up
its strategy. In a meeting-heavy company,
it introduced ‘Zoom-free Wednesdays’,
cutting down web-meeting fatigue. It
has likewise kept the practice of ‘wellness
days’, where the whole company is

Shortlisted
Bank of Ireland
Mercedes-Benz
North Bristol NHS Trust
Northumbrian Water
RMBI Care Company

occasionally given a
long weekend.
One barrier to wellness
has been isolation: a large
proportion of the UK
staff had recently arrived
in the country when the
pandemic hit. They were
unable to meet with
colleagues, or explore
their new country.
To combat loneliness,
therefore, and build
friendships across the
company, Product
Madness paired
random colleagues
twice a week for a
coffee and a chat.
The scheme has
been instrumental in
building a sense of belonging in new and
existing staff alike.
Physical health has also been at the core
of the strategy: medical and dental cover is
provided to all employees. Physical health
is encouraged throughout the company
by a £50 per month contribution to gym
membership, acupuncturists, or massages.
Employees even have access to a
company nutritionist.
The company has clearly benefited
from this broad approach to health and
wellbeing. Sickness rates are below
average, and Product Madness’ retention
levels easily beat industry norms. Its
Glassdoor rating is rising steadily, now at
4.7/5. Laudable for any company, this is
astonishingly high for a tech firm.
The judges were extremely impressed,
with one concluding: “It’s great to see a
full suite of support for staff through a
comprehensive health and wellbeing plan.
What a great programme – and the metrics
are outstanding.”
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Best Diversity
and Inclusion Strategy

Amey
A

mey has been through a
tumultuous time in the
past few years. In the face of
tremendous adversity, it has
undergone an overhaul in
strategy, vision and management.
The result is a company that
strikes out as a pioneer in the
infrastructure support industry.
Amey’s ‘Embracing Difference’
strategy launched in early 2020.
Its goals were, simply, to drive
engagement and empower
employees, by helping them
bring their whole self to work.
The strategy has three core
pillars: the aim to create an inclusive
workplace culture; to attract, retain,
and develop greater diversity; and to
consider the diverse needs of customers
and communities.
The clarity of these core demands meant
that Amey could embed the strategy
firmly and precisely within its operations.
Still, to enact such a cultural change in an
organisation of more than 15,000, action
was required at all levels.
The strategy was launched by CEO
Amanda Fisher in early 2020. A steering
committee quickly developed its vision,
made an action plan, and aided business
units in developing bespoke delivery plans.
The business case for change was clearly
communicated to senior and managerial
staff – 100 senior leaders attended bespoke
online workshops facilitated by the CPO.
Vitally, leaders and employees alike were
given assurance that they were going to be
empowered to drive that change in their
own zones of influence – instrumentally, the
CEO, CPO, managing directors, and other
senior leaders all have given, and continue
to give, vocal backing to the exercise.
At the heart of the strategy, however,
is a volunteer network of more than 50
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inclusion ambassadors. Empowering these
workers has allowed the strategy to embed
itself directly into the front line of Amey’s
workforce, spearheading change and
feeding back vital information to strategywriters.
The ambassadors, having volunteered,
were trained on privilege, allyship and
how to call out non-inclusive behaviour
positively and, crucially, empowered to take
this training out to their local teams.
The ambassador network, alongside
Amey’s five-employee affinity group
networks (each sponsored by a senior

Shortlisted
Anglo American
Coca-Cola Europacific
Partners
Travis Perkins
Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield
Wickes

leader,) was similarly
empowered to advise
leadership. All
Amey policies were
reviewed through the
lens of inclusion. This
drove change: its new
menopause support
policy and campaign,
for example, was
a product of this
process and is being
actively championed
by Amey’s CEO.
Similar efforts in
recruitment, such as
the five new degree apprenticeship
programmes with 50/50 gender
representation, development of the
leadership pipeline to target diverse talent
at both senior and junior levels, and a
women’s leadership programme and
gender-diverse interview process, have
helped to transform the company.
It is the sheer breadth of the strategy,
and the willingness of leadership to both
spearhead change and adapt with feedback,
that most impressed the judges of this
year’s HR Excellence Best Diversity and
Inclusion Strategy.
Its mobility in taking learnings on
board continuously and showing
improvement year-on-year was similarly
impressive, they said.
It’s hard to argue with the results:
employees report 83% positive engagement;
attrition has fallen to 7%, significantly below
2020 levels; the senior leadership team
has increased its diversity to 30%, with a
4% increase in the number of women in
the past five years, and overall diversity in
leadership roles has increased by over 10%.
In a sector where entrenched obstacles
can block even minor successes, Amey’s
strategy has been a phenomenal success.
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Best Internal
Communications Strategy

Dishoom
A

t the heart of its people function,
Dishoom has a value called Seva:
the belief that we are at our happiest and
best when we share wholeheartedly of
ourselves, and contribute to the world to
the best of our abilities.
Dishoom’s team communications
strategy has always been simple, therefore.
Even as the team has grown to 1,200
people, the objective has remained stable:
ensure everyone knows they have joined
somewhere that lives out its values – the
values of Seva.
This had, until March 2020, been
relatively simple, and had remained
unchanged since 2010.
An internal Facebook page and
regular team email campaigns relayed
digital communications, and café
activities included poster campaigns and
daily briefings.
Lockdown saw need of a new strategy.
Communications with the team were seen
as the main lever to keep the Dishoom
family engaged, supported and happy,
whatever might be happening in the world.
At its heart were the weekly Chai Pe
Charcha (discussion with tea) calls. Led
by the leadership team, these were open
discussions taking in events in Dishoom
and in the world.
These Zoom meetings regularly
saw attendance of more than 700, and
formed the core of how leadership could
communicate with the front-line teams and
keep them informed in uncertain times.
There were also quizzes, of course, bingo
nights, but also weekly yoga sessions led by
Dishoom’s head babu (manager), boxing
classes and a running club.
Likewise, the head bar trainer led
training sessions with free samples, and
the company’s learning manager led a
Facebook Live talk show, reaching up to
800 employees.
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The conscious effort by a wide crosssection of leadership to offer something
to the team is emblematic of Dishoom’s
strategy: their leaders have been front
and centre, and lead activities for the
benefit of all.
All of these efforts had the conscious
goal of maintaining and strengthening
Dishoom’s culture. Improved two-way
communication and increased activity
as a work community were to drive this
strengthening process.
The availability of leadership for dialogue
is admirable: team members can ask senior
leadership questions directly at any time via
a digital forum; daily ‘kitchen table’ Zoom
chats with the managing director and head
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of people are free for everybody to drop in
on; café managers call their teams each day
to check in.
The strategy can be encapsulated in
one programme: ‘Seva Heroes’, where all
employees were invited to vote for the
team members who had helped them most
in the pandemic.
All 420 nominees were then sent the
kind words that had been said about them
on bespoke letterhead paper, along with a
few gifts.
It is this kind of thoughtfulness,
alongside the transparency and (at times
difficult) honesty that comes with such an
open communications policy, that has set
Dishoom apart.
It is no surprise that one judge called it
“an innovative and inspiring strategy, with
real heart”.
Sponsored by

Weir Minerals Europe
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Best Recruitment Strategy

Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust
T

he Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust has, like all
NHS trusts, found itself sorely tested in
these past years.
Not merely content, however, to be
at the forefront of the fight against the
coronavirus, the Trust found itself able to
turn the exigencies of this fight into yet
more action for the common good.
In March 2021, the Trust created the
UK’s first integrated COVID hub, providing
a coordinated approach and infrastructure
for COVID testing, scientific development
and outbreak response.
The hub’s creation would require around
750 roles to be filled.
From the outset the Trust had determined
that this necessity could stimulate lasting
good within the local community; it
decided, simply, to ‘recruit for diversity’.
The North East has one of the lowest
BME populations in the country, and
although it has doubled in size over the past
15 years, this increase was not reflected in
the Trust’s workforce.
Key landmarks for the strategy, therefore,
were: to have an inclusive recruitment
campaign, to use specialist support to help
vulnerable people into employment and to
champion equality.
The strategy’s advertising campaign,
developed through socio-demographic
analysis, took a varied approach. Outdoor
advertising in diverse community spaces,
radio advertising on local and minority
stations, and nearly 100,000 leaflets
distributed in diverse communities and
deprived areas, alongside digital advertising,
allowed the Trust to get the message out.
They then worked with a number of
third-sector organisations and public
programmes to extend this reach and
ensure they could target recruitment where
it would make the most difference.
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Similarly, right from the start, it has been
designed to deliver lasting impact beyond
even the Trust’s local reach.
The Trust has partnered with Newcastle
University to conduct a research study on
the anticipated benefits of the strategy on
reducing health inequalities, and on the
health and wellbeing of staff.
This research will inform the roll-out
of a national model of NHS employment
outreach, and will assuredly prove the case
for how maximising local social economic
value – that is, doing the most amount of
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social good with the money spent – can
help tackle health inequalities nationwide.
Learnings of the scheme have already
been shared nationwide.
In concrete terms, too, the strategy
has shown outstanding results. Ethnic
minority appointments have reached
17% at the Lighthouse lab, 37% at the
coordination and response centre, and
18% at the innovation lab. Compare this
with a Trust-wide level of just under 10%,
and nearly 15% in Newcastle, according
to census data – it is clear the Trust is
redressing the ethnic imbalance.
Recruitment of LGBT+ employees has
also soared.
With a strategy that had, from its outset,
a clear vision to meet its organisational
needs and provide good to its community,
the Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust has achieved outstanding
progress, and set an exceptional standard
for others to follow.
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Best Crisis Management Strategy
Transport for
London

Government of
Jersey
T

I

t is, mercifully, unusual that so many companies face a crisis at
the same time. There has been such excellence on display in the
countless crisis management strategies born in those short weeks of
March 2020 that it has made for difficult judging.
Indeed, for our judges, the choice between the following two
strategies was impossible.

T

ransport for London (TfL), faced with a sudden and massive
drop in revenue, took quick and effective action throughout
the crisis to manage all the pillars of the people function in an
admirable fashion.
Working from home was the first challenge. Overnight, 12,000
colleagues began to work remotely. The HR team immediately began
working to ensure the physical and mental health of their colleagues
did not suffer as a result.
The TfL workforce is diverse and multi-generational. The HR
team recognised the needs of this varied base, and the sad reality
that home would not be a safe place for all employees. Priority
desk booking systems were introduced to enable a small number of
employees to work in the office.
Innovative methods of top-down communications were
introduced, such as Sharepoint as a hub for COVID information,
alongside casual yet effective means of lateral communication, such
as WhatsApp groups.
Furlough was a particular challenge, yet the company dealt with
it adeptly. Assembling a project team, the HR team worked with the
business to identify criteria-specific employees, and within four days
had placed around 5,000 employees on furlough.
At every stage the team ensured managers kept open conversation
with employees, and TfL guaranteed workers their usual pay.
TfL, similarly, has managed the return from furlough
exceptionally, with particular care to wellbeing, and has introduced a
COVID recognition scheme. The team, decided our judges, deserve
some recognition themselves.
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he Government of Jersey’s crisis management strategy has
been truly outstanding. Confident action, stemming from
rational, data-driven decisions, has defined their approach.
From the start, their People & Corporate Services (P&CS)
team worked exceedingly hard to keep to their remit: securing
the safety of the island’s 100,000 strong population, and the 7,000
people delivering local and central government services.
One early, decisive, factor in their success was the rapid
redeployment of HR leadership into supporting roles throughout
the organisation, embedding them where they could drive a
people-focused response.
Similarly, by 10 March a P&CS ‘Bronze Group’ had been
established to lead the HR response. Meeting daily and in the
early weeks often working until 11pm, the team oversaw the
wide variety of measures that were demanded of such a
diverse organisation.
New processes and systems were built in days to ensure rapid
onboarding of staff, and a redeployment bureau channeled
personnel where it was needed.
Throughout the crisis, the organisation was characterised
by rapid identification of needs, and even swifter action to
meet them. Extensive action was taken to assess and address
colleagues’ wellbeing needs, and at every point the lessons of the
crisis have been taken on board.
The Government of Jersey has demonstrated a masterclass in
crisis management.
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Best Technology Strategy

Tata Consultancy Services
H

R knows
all too well
how hard it can be
pushing out a tool
for use within
any company.
For a company
as large as Tata
Consultancy Services
(TCS), however, with
over half a million
employees in
46 countries,
the challenge
is astronomical.
No matter how
you communicate it,
the tool has to stand
on its own strengths
to survive and serve
its function.
TCS, therefore, when it realised it had
need of a state-of-the-art solution to
internal career guidance, knew it had to be
agile and employee-centric.
Similarly, any technological solution it
introduced would have to take the diverse
motivations of such a huge workforce into
account – and appeal to hard-to-please,
tech-savvy young talent.
TCS started by asking employees their
hopes and ambitions – and then built the
platform so they could achieve them.
Xcelerate launched in July 2020. A
cloud-based career-guidance platform,
it integrates a diverse multitude of talent
management systems into one intuitive
whole, empowering individuals to find and
chase their aspirations.
The system provides end-to-end career
development management, capturing
aspirations, suggesting developmental
interventions, and providing access to
opportunity within the aspired area. It
connects employees with mentors in their
aspired roles, across the whole organisation.
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The platform is smart, too: analytics
are available to employees of their own
learnings, experience, role progression, and
the number of open opportunities for their
aspired role.
Similarly, Xcelerate provides leaders and
HR with a data dashboard, providing vital
information on how teams are performing
on the various talent management systems.
It even calculates a competency gap, by
comparing teams’ current skills with those
required for aspired roles.
The system has revolutionised internal
talent placement, giving leaders up-todate analysis of employee aspirations,
role ageing and skills matches, allowing
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them to identify employees who should be
considered for a change in role.
A ‘Career Connect’ module has likewise
been implemented so HR can connect with
employees and provide specific guidance on
their career path.
The software has been an outstanding
success. Adoption levels far outstripped
early targets. By March 2021, 120,000 users
were expected to be usng the service; yet by
April, active users were over 200,000 strong.
To date, more than half of TCS’ employee
base have filled out their aspirational roles
and skills in Xcelerate, with more than 92%
of them believing the tool can add value to
their career journey there.
In the year since its launch, more than
640 staff have moved into their aspired role
and the programme has been so successful
that it is now being rolled out in Spanish.
One judge commented: “This is a
really innovative approach to talent
and careers which has a reach across
all colleagues in the organisation and
demonstrates a practical and tangible
commitment to them.”
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Best CSR Strategy

Nestlé
N

estlé is a real proponent
of the idea that a
long-term, sustainable
approach to business is highly
compatible with profit. By
investing in the communities
around it, the company can
prepare the way for a better
world, the rewards of which
everyone – including the
company – can share in.
It is with this sustainable
philosophy, therefore, that
Nestlé founded the Alliance
for YOUth. Together with the
alliance, Nestlé has pledged
to create an astonishing
300,000 new opportunities for
young people across Europe,
the Middle East, and North
Africa by 2025.
Since the initiative
launched in 2014, more than
450,000 jobs and training
opportunities have already
been offered – and this latest pledge will
see Nestlé and its allies accelerate the pace
of this programme in response to COVID’s
impact on younger generations.
Across the Middle East and North
Africa, almost one in three young people
is unemployed, and now, more than ever,
this combined package of work and skills
provision will help to address an issue that
causes lasting harm to young peoples’ health
and lifelong wellbeing.
The programme is targeted specifically
at young people to provide first jobs,
apprenticeships, and traineeships, and will
equip this rising generation with the vital
digital and green skills needed to shape
tomorrow’s society.
Nestlé founded the movement, so it
is only right that its own contribution
be significant: the company has stepped
up, and will provide 20,000 first job
opportunities and 20,000 apprenticeships
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and traineeships across the three regions in
the next four years.
Just as the wider alliance is redoubling
its efforts, Nestlé’s pledge represents a
substantial contribution on top of its
prior commitments. Having provided an
average of almost 3,000 apprenticeships and
traineeships a year in those regions since
the initiative’s launch, this increase will
mean it provides more than 4,000 each year
– and an extra 4,000 jobs annually, too.
The company is also rolling out an
eBusiness Academy for youth.
Trainees enrolled in the Academy
will gain advanced digital skills – with
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specific attention given to the use of digital
technology in factories.
Nestlé is so committed to the programme
that it launched a scheme with Microsoft to
allow its factory apprentices to earn a digital
skills certification. It is also rolling out other
digital initiatives, such as online ‘readiness
to work’ activities, job fairs, and workshops.
Agripreneurship’, too, is supported
under the programme, with the company
committing to working with young
farmers to scale up sustainable agricultural
practices, with the end goal of a carbon
neutral food supply chain.
With a company as vast and varied
as Nestlé, this is no mean feat – but it
is dedicating itself to achieve net zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
Such a vast programme of jobs
creation, with an outstandingly educative,
sustainable, approach, is immensely
laudable. Most importantly, however, it will
do a great deal of good.
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Best HR Team of the Year

Pollinate
S

tart-ups can move
exhilaratingly
quickly. Too often,
however, the HR
function is left behind
as company ranks
swell: workloads pile
up, burnout becomes
endemic, and despite
sometimes flashy perks,
attrition skyrockets.
Pollinate, however,
has set itself apart from
the crowd. Led by a
stellar HR team, the
company has hired more
than 150 permanent
and temporary staff over
the past two years. For a
company that in 2018 had a personnel of
only 20, the growth has been extraordinary.
Yet throughout the entire tumultuous
experience of rapid growth the team has
refused to compromise on their
colleague’s welfare.
Starting out with just one HR
professional, Anna More, in 2018, a team
had to be assembled that could meet
the taxing demands of overseeing the
company’s growth strategy.
More therefore hired Jennifer Longden as
people lead, Greg Wall as people operations
manager, and Beate Vogt as talent lead.
The team’s initial focus was on creating
robust, bank-standard, processes for
growth. This quickly evolved into creating
a strategy for how the HR function could
drive and benefit the business through
recruitment, culture, and the development
of current staff.
This foundation saw the HR team able
to push the people agenda to the forefront
of day-to-day activity within the company,
resulting in fantastic business growth,
without ever jeopardising the quality of the
employee experience.
In recruiting alone, Pollinate was able to
save over £300,000 in recruitment costs and
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agency fees, just by bringing on board its
recruitment specialist.
Similarly, employee engagement has been
brilliant, despite the myriad challenges of
rapid growth during the pandemic.
The people team introduced Peakon, an
engagement survey, allowing employees
to offer anonymous feedback on how the
business could be improved, and hold
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regular interactive
workshops hosted by
the executives.
Continuously taking
on board employee
feedback, the HR
team has managed to
drive Peakon results
ever higher, with the
latest having ‘support’
at 8.3/10, ‘caring’ at
8.9/10, and ‘openness’
at 9.1/10.
Employees’
personal growth and
development has
been another area in
which the team have
excelled. They track
individual goals and targets, of course,
and have introduced an agile performance
management cycle.
The learning and development
programme has been embedded throughout
the business, with access to LinkedIn
Learning and A Cloud Guru for technical
training. Metrics have supported the efficacy
of their approach, with Pollinate’s overall
Peakon score increasing from 8.4 to 8.6/10
since the programme’s implementation.
The wellbeing programme has seen
similar success, with voluntary turnover
rate at 10.2% and absentee levels close to
zero. The team hold ‘welfare calls’ with each
employee to assess their needs, particularly
for flexible working, and hold weekly team
socials and free yoga sessions.
For a company that didn’t have an HR
department before 2018, and that has been
so occupied with massive growth, the HR
team, in the breadth and consistency of
their efforts, has seen momentous success.
Their praise is fully justified.
Sponsored by
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Best Flexible Working Strategy

The Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS)

T

he Financial Services Compensation
Scheme (FSCS) does not rest on its
laurels. Hot on the heels of its success as
the HR Excellence Awards’ best peoplefocused workplace design strategy winner
in 2020, it got stuck into transforming the
way it worked.
The strategy for flexible work was driven
by two forces: firstly, a new sole partnership
with Glasgow-based Capita; secondly, the
realisation that the FSCS would have to be
significantly more agile to meet the future
needs of its customers.
Similarly, the FSCS realised that
colleagues, once empowered to take
responsibility for how they work, will be
more engaged, more driven, and more
satisfied with the work they do.
Employees were therefore encouraged
to think of work not as a place, but as an
activity. The decision is theirs as to which
working environment would best suit the
needs of their day.
The FSCS has likewise empowered its
employees to take ownership of how they
structure their day.
This new flexibility, in both time and
place, has required deep change in the
physical environment of the office.
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An existing breakout area was enlarged
to make a large collaborative space with a
modular partition system to suit the needs
of the day; a space for quiet concentration,
a creative space for private workshops – the
nature of the office was transformed.
Similarly, newfound employee flexibility
has meant that space can be used more
efficiently. A ‘Smarter Working’ plan
was drawn up through one-on-one
conversations with employees, group
discussions, and surveys.
By using digital team rotas and occupancy
sensors, the organisation was able to register
desk capacity and understand how use of
the office has evolved.
Based on analysis of this data, hotdesking
has been introduced to some areas of the
office. Laptop ‘touchdown’ areas, too, have
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been installed to accommodate workers
who need a workspace for only a few hours
at a time.
The FSCS has overhauled its use of
technology to support the strategy’s
ongoing requirements.
Getting the most out of Office 365
and cloud computing have enabled the
team to work seamlessly with partners
at Capita, and messaging has cut email
bloat drastically.
Meeting rooms have been fitted with
video conferencing equipment, enabling
colleagues to present to hybrid audiences,
and internal news and information is
regularly pushed out via an intranet shared
by the FSCS and Capita.
One judge praised the body’s “clear
situation analysis”, and praised its metrics.
They are indeed impressive: the
FSCS’ eNPS (whether employees would
recommend the company) score was at
+67, up by 11 points. Employee
engagement rose from 84% to an
outstanding 88%. Most telling of all,
however, when it comes to hybrid work,
was work/life satisfaction: 81% of
employees reported that they were happy
with their work/life balance.
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HR Future Leader of the Year
Katie Winstanley, The Morson Group
K

atie Winstanley has
had a meteoric rise.
Having joined The
Morson Group in 2017
as an HR assistant, she
rapidly rose through
the ranks to become
group head of HR in
November 2020.
She was the youngest
person to ever achieve
FCIPD accreditation in
June 2021, at the age of
just 27.
As if that weren’t
enough, she is now
studying for an MBA at
the Manchester Business
School, and will graduate
in 2023.
Her impact on the
Morson Group has been
hugely significant.
The group has always sought to put
family first, with the goal of having an
inclusive environment where anyone can
feel welcome.
With this in mind, Winstanley
reviewed existing HR collateral, policies,
and procedures immediately upon her
appointment.
She determined that the organisation’s
values weren’t being demonstrated in its
operations and processes.
In many cases, the organisation was
working reactively, addressing colleague
issues when they arose.
Winstanley saw the need for change, and
drew up a plan to overhaul the company’s
HR strategy.
Working at every stage to engage every
level of the business, Winstanley hosted
focus groups with employees; she launched
#askGed, a direct line for employee
questions, all of which are answered
personally by the CEO; she created
‘Recruiters in cars drinking coffee’ – a take
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on the Netflix show – where employees
who would not normally interact with
the executive board could meet them and
discuss ideas for the business’s progression.
This drive for understanding, for true
knowledge of the real culture of the
organisation, has been matched by extensive
research outside of the Morson Group.
Winstanley has delved into competitors’
practices across sector boundaries and she
has forged lasting partnerships with other
HR professionals to find what worked in
their change strategies.
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Winstanley, her
colleagues attest, exudes
foresight and a willingness
to accommodate
others’ opinions, with a
combination of drive and
empathetic thought. That
combination has allowed
her to adeptly navigate
the competing desires
of senior stakeholders
and employees, without
sacrificing her own
strategic vision.
The company had
never benefitted from a
strategic HR approach,
and it fell to Winstanley
to win over the board.
Not content to leave it
at first pitch, she worked
continuously with the
board, discussing with them feedback from
employee focus groups.
With senior leadership on board,
Winstanley implemented stringent KPIs
and SLAs to bring every division into line.
Her focus is not just on the wider
company. Her commitment to the
development of her team has seen the
entire team complete CIPD qualifications,
including enrolling a new recruit with
no HR experience onto a CIPD level 3
apprenticeship qualification.
She holds regular reviews with all her
team, reflecting on both personal and
professional goals, and played a crucial role
in upskilling her team to respond to the
demands of the pandemic.
She works with a consultative and
measured leadership style, striving for
continuous improvement, and insists on
projects being evidence driven.
Winstanley’s journey thus far has been an
inspiration – and we are sure that this rising
star will be instrumental in guiding the next
generation of HR leaders.
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HR Director of the Year
Ella Bennett,
group HR director at EasyJet
E

lla Bennett, group HR director at
EasyJet, has proven herself a real
guiding light to the company as it works
through tough times.
Bennett has built up strong experience
both in leading teams through
transformative moments, such as when
she led the people streams for Sainsbury’s
acquisition of marketing company
HRG in 2016 and the disposal of
Homebase, and in spearheading HR
initiatives such as the creation of highperforming leadership teams and talent
improvement programmes.
Such a steady hand has proved vital to
EasyJet. In March 2020, two years after
her appointment, the aviation company
grounded all flights indefinitely.
Despite such hardship, however, HR’s
efforts to make EasyJet a better place to
work never abated.
She has overseen the completion of the
company’s ‘HR Evolution’ programme – a
multi-year initiative to align systems,
process and technology, optimising
payroll accuracy and improving employee
experience. With this completed,
satisfaction scores now routinely exceed
90% for employee engagement.
Indeed, EasyJet was awarded a
Glassdoor ‘Employees’ Choice’ award in
2020, registering as the fastest climber on
the table.
Similarly, under Bennett’s care, the
company has undertaken a robust wellbeing
programme called ‘You Matter’, providing
its staff with an evolving set of tools to
look after their health and wellbeing.
At the same time, the company’s hybrid
working strategy has, in line with stringent
biosecurity measures, enabled employees to
return to the office safely and flexibly.
This programme has led to a significant
improvement in employee role satisfaction
with strong engagement scores throughout
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all areas of the business. Likewise, EasyJet’s
wellbeing scores have responded well to the
strategic approach: at 8.2/10, they are well
above industry benchmark levels.
HR magazine was particularly impressed
by EasyJet’s sustained commitment to
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diversity and inclusion throughout the past
year, despite the scale of challenges it has
faced – not least considering the turmoil the
sector has faced.
The company’s working relationships
with organisations such as ICAS, Women in
hospitality, travel & leisure, Business in the
Community, and Stonewall were praised by
the judges, and have led to tangible results,
including the company’s new trans and
transitioning guide for employees.
Similarly, EasyJet’s Amy Johnson Flying
Initiative, which encourages girls and young
women to take up flying as a career, was
successfully relaunched on a virtual basis on
International Women’s Day.
It is no surprise that under Bennett’s
approachable style of leadership, despite all
the change and uncertainty in the business,
her HR team has kept engaged and focused
– and transformed the way HR is perceived
within the company.
As a custodian of the brand’s
#OrangeSpirit culture, HR magazine is
delighted to award Bennett HR director of
the year.
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Best People-focused CEO
Milena Mondini de Focatiis,
Admiral
M

ilena Mondini de
Focatiis’ credentials as an
inspirational, people-focused,
CEO have, in the past few
years, been proven time and
time again.
Embodying the spirit of
Admiral’s philosophy of
‘People who like what they do,
do it better’, she has at every
stage sought to champion
excellence within the company
by making it an organisation
in which people are proud and
happy to work.
It is this attitude that has seen
Admiral score so consistently
highly on company leaderboards:
for 2021, Admiral ranked fifth
on both Best Companies’ list of
Big Companies to work for and in
the Great Place to Work rankings.
The companies’ numerous initiatives
have at every stage been met with
enthusiastic backing and drive from
the new CEO.
Admiral’s innovative HR initiatives
and programmes include recognising the
company’s star performers by inviting them
to virtual lunch with a senior manager.
Employees, nominated by their department,
were also delivered an afternoon tea box to
their door.
Similarly, a comprehensive wellbeing
strategy for the pandemic included the
launch of support content and courses,
including ‘Coronavirus Mental Health
Support’ and ‘LGBT+ Mental Health in a
Time of Lockdown’ packages.
A revamped ‘Buy a Book’ scheme
launched during the lockdown, too, so
that staff could buy books at home that
would support them in their role or their
personal development.
Admiral’s ‘Team Time’ events,
delivered through an online hub, likewise
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helped teams to maintain a sense of
camaraderie – and enter prize draws to
win team-building packages.
All employees were awarded five
days extra annual leave as a thank-you
for their hard work in 2020.
These policies exemplify the kind
of supportive, inclusive, culture that
is present throughout Admiral – and
enabled at every stage by Mondini’s
inspiring example.
This reach does not just extend
to employees, either: the Admiral
Support Fund, launched at the start
of the pandemic, represents a
£6 million commitment to help
those who have suffered during
the crisis. Hundreds of suggestions
for beneficiaries were fielded from
employees, and so far over £1 million
has been donated to hundreds of
different organisations.
In the same way, Admiral decided to
team up with smaller local companies
that were having to make redundancies
because of the pandemic, offering support
and giving many of those made redundant
a new opportunity for employment,
making a huge difference to the local
community as a result.
This irrepressibly caring company ethos
is reflected in its satisfaction metrics.
Employees overwhelmingly reported that
new joiners are made to feel welcome
(96%), that Admiral is a friendly place
to work (96%), and that they can be
themselves at work (89%).
Given the top-down commitment
needed to achieve such results, Mondini
was a standout candidate for this award.
Having taken over from cofounder David Stevens in 2020,
the effort Mondini de Focatiis0 has
put into leading the firm at such a
crucial point in history has not been
underestimated.
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Book of the night

HREX 2021

List of winners
Best Learning and Development Strategy
KFC UK and Ireland
Best Talent Management Strategy
Wolseley UK
Best Employee Engagement Strategy
Air Products
Best Transformation Strategy
Babcock International
Best HR Strategy Overseas
Dogus Holding
Best Health and Wellbeing Strategy
Product Madness
Best Diversity and Inclusion Strategy
Amey
Best Internal Communications Strategy
Dishoom
Best Recruitment Strategy
The Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Best Crisis Management Strategy
Government of Jersey
Transport for London
Best HR Technology Strategy
Tata Consultancy Services
Best CSR Strategy
Nestlé
HR Team of the Year
Pollinate International
Best Flexible Working Strategy
Financial Services Compensation Scheme
HR Future Leader of the Year
Katie Winstanley, The Morson Group
HR Director of the Year
Ella Bennett, group people director, Easyjet
Best People-focused CEO
Milena Mondini de Focatiis, group CEO, Admiral Group
hrmagazine.co.uk
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